ABSTRACT: This work reviews research activities in the development of phase-change CO 2 capture solvents and processes. The focus is on liquid−liquid phase-change solvents in which the CO 2 -lean phase can be recycled to the absorber prior to regeneration hence the energy demands may be substantially decreased compared to nonphase change processes. The review briefly provides the basic chemical and physical principles required to understand the phase-change behavior in postcombustion CO 2 capture systems. The reviewed work is further organized per different solvent type into major sections including experimental property measurement studies, experimental pilot plant studies, thermodynamic and kinetic modeling studies, as well as process modeling and technoeconomic assessment studies. In all sections we provide details regarding experimental approaches, operating conditions of pilot plants, implementations in different industries, and performance data. Key findings include operating observations and performance indicators regarding the investigated solvents and processes as well as a substantiated estimation of their technology readiness level.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous emerging technologies for postcombustion CO 2 capture are on the spot of many research activities. These include solid sorbents, membranes, and new liquid absorbents. Among such technologies, absorption/desorption processes that employ a liquid absorbent/solvent have received a lot of attention, because conditions for both absorption and solvent regeneration are relatively easy to meet and the process can be easily retrofitted onto existing plants (Aaron and Tsouris, 2005) . A major downside of such processes is the high energy (heat) required for solvent regeneration, which introduces significant energy penalties in the CO 2 emitting plants where they are fitted. In recent years, intensive research efforts to address this shortcoming focused on the development of new solvents to replace the conventionally used monoethanolamine (MEA). While numerous different solvents have been investigated at an experimental or pilot scale 1,2 very few have been tested at larger capacity units and lengthier campaigns. Among such solvents, mixtures such as 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP) and piperazine (PZ), methyldiethanolamine (MDEA), and PZ or the proprietary solvent KS-1 appear to be promising as they indicated potential for a regeneration energy close to 3.0 GJ/ton of CO 2 captured (or slightly lower), compared to the approximately 4.0 GJ/ton of CO 2 captured with the 30 wt % MEA for 90% capture. 3, 4 To be realistic about developing commercially feasible absorption/desorption systems it is necessary to find solvents that are able to achieve regeneration energy targets in the order of 2.0 GJ/ton of CO 2 captured or below.
Phase-change solvents represent a class of materials promising to deliver significant energy reductions compared to conventional solvents. 5 They consist of miscible solute−solvent mixtures (e.g., amines in water) which undergo phase separation upon a change in the processing conditions, for example, upon reaction of CO 2 with the solute or upon increasing the temperature after the reaction, etc. This behavior results in the formation of a CO 2 -lean phase which may be separated through a nonthermal approach. Both the CO 2 -rich and CO 2 -lean phases may be in a liquid state, or the CO 2 -rich phase may be a solid (e.g., as in the case of amino-acid salt solvents). 5 Phase-change solvents which exhibit liquid−liquid phase separation can readily exploit existing absorption/desorption systems through the incorporation of a mechanical separation step. On the other hand, the precipitation of a solid phase involves significant challenges in process design. 5 In this work, we investigate the case of liquid−liquid phasechange solvents where the CO 2 -lean phase is recycled to the absorber prior to regeneration hence the energy demands are substantially decreased compared to nonphase change processes because of the need to regenerate less amine solvent. There are currently different types of compounds that exhibit such behavior and represent potential CO 2 capture candidates. Previously, Wang and Li 5 as well as Mumford et al. 6 published book chapters on such solvents which briefly introduce the phase-change concept, covering few published works. Furthermore, Zhuang et al. 7 has presented the only review on phasechange solvents available to date, which selects few representative results for less than half of the currently available literature. Other than presenting a complete account of all existing efforts in phase-change solvents and processes, this work takes a systematic review approach. The reported developments are classified in the text in terms of the nature of the reported investigations, with main classes including experimental property measurement/characterization studies, experimentalpilot plant studies, thermodynamic/ kinetic modeling studies and process modeling/ technoeconomic assessment studies. Details and insights are organized in original tables and figures regarding experimental or model-based methods, materials, equipment sizes, and conditions together with solvent and process selection criteria and key performance indicators. An estimated assessment of the technology readiness level (TRL) is further provided and substantiated, while significant achievements and observations are also summarized. Section 2 provides the basic chemical and physical principles required to understand the phase-change behavior in postcombustion CO 2 capture systems. Sections 3−6 provide a detailed review of the works themselves. Section 7 provides a comparative analysis of key performance indicators for each solvent type and presents some concluding remarks.
BASIC PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS
2.1. CO 2 Chemical Absorption in Amine Solutions. The reaction of CO 2 with primary and secondary alkanolamines, for example, MEA or DEA, includes three main steps, which are the carbamate formation, the bicarbonate formation, and the carbamate reversion. 
The carbamate formation is the dominating reaction in excess of amine conditions and takes place through the formation of a zwitterion. 8−10 If the carbamate formation is the dominating reaction, the maximum loading is 0.5 mol of CO 2 per mole of amine, posing a stoichiometric limit to chemical absorption. However, a certain amount of carbamate hydrolysis occurs with all amines, such as MEA and DEA, and, consequently, the loading may exceed such a value, particularly at high pressures. 11 The amine, water, and hydroxyl anion can contribute to the deprotonation of the zwitterion. 10 Tertiary amines react with CO 2 , in the presence of water, through a different mechanism. 
The stoichiometric limit of such a reaction is 1 mol of CO 2 per mole of amine. Consequently, tertiary amines are often treated as another class of solvents. In this direction, Aleixo et al. 12 classified potential DMX phase-change solvents in two broad categories: the former includes primary and secondary amines, while the latter includes tertiary amines. Sterically hindered amines, such as AMP, may be classified in another group of solvents. However, there is no agreement on the relevant chemical kinetic expressions. 13 A possible reaction scheme in aqueous AMP solutions is the formation of carbamate, through a zwitterion mechanism. The carbamate is rather unstable and undergoes a carbamate reversion reaction to bicarbonate. 11 Such behavior was confirmed by NMR spectroscopy. 14 For all types of amines (primary, secondary, tertiary, and sterically hindered or not), the theoretical limit of CO 2 absorption is, to a large extent, posed by the stoichiometry of the dominant reactions, since chemical absorption is more significant from physical absorption. However, physical absorption is always present and increases with an increase of pressure, at least up to moderate pressures. 11 The reaction route in aqueous alkanolamine solutions may proceed through the so-called "shuttle mechanism". 15 According to this, initially, the dissolved CO 2 undergoes a fast reaction toward the formation of carbamate. Being fast, such reaction occurs near the gas−liquid interface and, consequently, steepens the CO 2 concentration profile enhancing the CO 2 mass transfer rate. Since the carbamate reversion to bicarbonate is a slow reaction, the carbamate diffuses to the bulk of the liquid phase, where it reverts to bicarbonate and liberates amine that is able to react again with CO 2 . 15, 16 More recently, Zhang 17 considered a similar route in order to explain the relatively fast reaction rates in heterogeneous systems consisting of two liquid phases, that is, an upper liquid amine-rich phase and a lower phase that is rich in water. As shown in Figure 1 , initially, CO 2 dissolves in the organic phase and, near the gas−liquid interface, undergoes a fast reaction with amine toward the formation of carbamate. The resulting ions migrate to the aqueous phase, where carbamate reversion and bicarbonate formation occur. The carbamate that is consumed through the bicarbonate formation in the aqueous phase is replaced as more amine is dissolved from the upper phase.
2.2. Liquid − Liquid Phase Separation. 2.2.1. The LCST of Amine−Water Mixtures. Typical aqueous amine solutions undergo liquid−liquid phase separation at elevated temperatures presenting a lower critical solution temperature (LCST), 18 as shown in Figure 2 for the ethyl-butyl-amine− water system. Such phase behavior mainly arises from hydrogen bonding interactions. Water and primary and secondary amine molecules have both proton donors and acceptors and, consequently, selfand cross-association hydrogen bonding interactions occur in aqueous mixtures. Tertiary amines have only proton acceptors and, consequently, only cross-association hydrogen bonding interactions occur in mixtures with water. At low temperatures, the development of cross-hydrogen bonds results in homogeneous mixtures at all concentrations. The decrease of cross- association interactions due to temperature increment renders the effect of hydrophobic interactions more pronounced and the mixture separates in two immiscible liquid phases.
For amines that are not decomposed at high temperatures, further temperature increment at elevated pressures may result in miscibility enhancement and, thus, the phase behavior diagram presents a closed loop shape, in which both a lower solution critical temperature (LCST) and an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) are shown ( Figure 3 ).
Effect of CO 2 :
The Liquid−Liquid Phase Separation Temperature. The chemical absorption of CO 2 in an aqueous amine solution and the subsequent production of new species have a non-negligible effect on the phase behavior. The produced multicomponent system may also present LCST, but the phase separation temperature is, to a large extent, affected by the CO 2 content. If such phase separation temperature is low enough, then a three-phase system (VLLE) may occur during the absorption process. Such behavior is observed in aqueous DEEA/MAPA solutions. 19, 20 MAPA and water are found concentrated in the heavy, CO 2 rich, liquid phase, while the CO 2 lean phase contains mainly DEEA. 19 Only the CO 2 rich phase needs to be regenerated resulting in relatively low heat requirements. 21 To improve process performance, the phase separation temperature of the CO 2 loaded solution can be effectively changed by changing the composition of the solvent. This is usually performed using blended amines. The effective selection of amines and their mole ratio results in solvents with optimum phase separation temperature. Nevertheless, since the absorption of CO 2 results in the production of many different species, the prediction of the phase separation temperature is difficult and usually the problem is solved after many trials and/or experimental measurements. 23, 24 and by Tan. 25 The analysis presented here is based on the work of Zhang 17 and the corresponding publications, which have built upon and completed those earlier works.
LIPOPHILIC SOLVENTS AS
The key characteristic of lipophilic amines is that their loaded aqueous solutions (i.e., after reaction with CO 2 in the absorber) exhibit a temperature-induced liquid−liquid phase separation (LLPS) in the range of 60°C−90°C 8 . The LLPS is therefore a key temperature to determine whether (i) the loaded amine exhibits phase separation or (ii) the new liquid phase appears at a temperature which is as low as possible to reduce regeneration thermal energy requirements.
A typical flowsheet that corresponds to solvents exhibiting LLPS higher than the absorption conditions is shown in Figure  4 .
Most of the lipophilic amines studied by Zhang 17 exhibit LCST at a concentration range of 10−30%. The LCST is important because it determines the solubility in water of the regenerated rich-amine phase which is recycled to the absorber. The aqueous solubility of lipophilic amines decreases as the temperature increases, hence there is a higher likelihood to obtain single-phase aqueous amine solutions at lower temperatures. There are several cases where the rich-amine phase is not homogeneous (i.e., there is phase separation) at 40°C which is the typical absorption temperature. This is not a desirable condition for the operation of the absorber where the aqueous solvent should be homogeneous. It is therefore desirable to have solvents that exhibit an LCST higher than the absorption temperature (e.g., 40°C) and LLPS as low as possible and closely above the LCST.
Note that Zhang 17 screened solvents based on the above criteria. Other works discussed in subsequent sections employ solvents with LLPS at 40°C (e.g., DEEA/MAPA) and present results that indicate low energetic regeneration requirements in pilot-plant experiments.
Furthermore, Zhang 17 proposed a distinction of lipophilic solvents as absorption activators and regeneration promoters based on their functionality in the absorption and desorption processes. The former exhibit fast reaction kinetics, whereas the latter enable high regenerability (i.e., desorb as much CO 2 as possible at the desired LLPS temperature). 8, 26 On the basis of this distinction, in the case of amine mixtures it is important to have (i) an activator with a high LCST and (ii) a promoter with a low LLPS. Figure 2 . LSCT behavior of the ethylbutylamine−water mixture (experimental data reported by Goral et al. 18 ). . aqueous amine concentration range at which LLPS appears 7. appearance of phenomena such as gel formation, precipitation, salts formation Figure 5 and Table 1 show the performance of some of the highest performing solvents identified in Zhang. 17 HA is used as a reference solvent because it is a relatively simple, linear, primary amine. The numbers used for Figure 5 are derived through visual observation from the corresponding diagrams reported in Zhang. 17 The bars provide comparable results among solvents for each criterion. Table 1 provides information regarding criteria 5−7 together with information regarding the amine functionality in the process. The CO 2 loading capacity is reported qualitatively based on the system proposed in Zhang. 17 The data in Figure 5 and Table 1 highlight quite clearly the amines that appear to have the highest performance and justify the ones finally selected by Zhang. 17 For example, DMCA has an overall above average performance in all criteria except for absorption rate and LCST. This is a clear indication that DMCA has slow kinetics and would operate best in a mixture with an activator. MCA on the other hand seems to be a very good activator with reasonable performance in all properties.
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Furthermore, DPA appears to have an overall good performance, but it precipitates hence it is not desirable. It is also worth noting that the LCST of the amines short-listed in Figure 5 and Table 1 are much lower than the 40°C at which the CO 2 is absorbed in the absorption column; hence, a second liquid phase will exist in the absorber, which is undesirable. Cyclic capacity is defined as the difference between CO 2 -rich and CO 2 -lean loading at 25 and 90°C, respectively. This is without considering stripping gas for EPD and MDP, while stripping gas of 200 mL/min N 2 is considered at 75°C for all the other amines. Regenerability is defined as the ratio of the difference between CO 2 -rich and CO 2 -lean loading over CO 2 -rich loading and is reported at 80°C. Cyclic capacity and absorption rate are measured at 2.7 M. The regenerability of EPD is reported for a 3 M concentration; hence, 2.7 and 4.5 M concentrations do not apply and the corresponding regenerability bars only provide an approximation (experimental data reported by Zhang 17 ). Table 2 shows the structures of the above amines together with a discussion on how they affect their performance as phasechange solvents. On the basis of the analysis provided in Zhang 17 the structure of the main carbon chain and the distance of the branches from the amine play a significant role in the properties of lipophilic amines. Cyclic, secondary amines, and structures with branching to the carbon atom after the amine (i.e., α-carbon atom) exhibit favorable performance such as low viscosity and high absorption rates, while tertiary amines with similar characteristics exhibit high absorption capacity. 17 and Zhang et al. 27, 28 and summarized in Table 3 .
Highly performing phase-change solvents proposed in Zhang 17 exhibit LCST lower than the temperature of the absorption process which is undesirable. Zhang 17 considers and experimentally investigates few different options to address this issue and concludes that the best option is the addition of an amine that can increase the solvent solubility in water. In particular, several alkanols, alkanolamines, and diamines are tested, leading to the conclusion that AMP (2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol) is able to increase the LCST above 40°C, when used at concentrations of 8−10 wt %, without affecting absorption or desorption performance of the phase-change solvent. In the DMCA+MCA mixture AMP is used at a ratio of 3:1:1 (DMCA+MCA+AMP).
Foaming is observed in the experimental work reported by Zhang 17 in amines functioning as promoters but not in the activator MCA or in DMCA+MCA+AMP, at the ratio proposed above. Among the different options investigated, foaming losses are reduced by up to 80% with the use of a water scrubber in the absorption step while the removal of contaminants after solvent regeneration also had a significant defoaming effect.
Losses due to amine volatility is an additional issue in phasechange solvents, as in all amine solvents, and it contributes to more than 90% in the overall solvent losses of the selected mixture DMCA+MCA. Zhang 17 noted that such losses may be reduced by approximately 60% by reducing the absorber temperature by approximately 10°C, whereas volatility related losses may be reduced by 70% by introducing a single liquid phase in the absorber by cooling the lean CO 2 amine from the decanter to reduce the stream temperature below the LCST and/or by using a solubility enhancer. This is because a large percentage of such losses is due to the second, supernatant organic phase that is formed in the phase-change solvent. It should be noted here that among the tested solvents, volatilityrelated losses of MCA are minor because of its fast kinetics and its much higher solubility in water compared to DMCA.
In lipophilic solvents thermal degradation is not as important as it is for conventional amines because the regeneration takes place at approximately 80−90°C, much lower than the typical 120°C of the MEA process. MCA is less stable than DMCA at higher temperatures hence it is important to have DMCA at a higher ratio in MCA+DMCA mixtures because DMCA is a promoter and it is the most important of the two components at the higher temperature regeneration process. Furthermore, the thermal degradation of the amines studied by Zhang 17 results in new amines which are still active and able to react with CO 2 and be regenerated. However, thermal degradation should generally be avoided because the new amines, albeit capable of capturing CO 2 , change completely the performance of the absorption/ desorption process.
Oxidative degradation is a phenomenon occurring in CO 2 capture amines including phase-change solvents due to the presence of O 2 in the flue gases. DMCA is again more stable than MCA which degrades mainly to cyclohexanone-related products. In this respect, Zhang 17 investigated several such technologies including nucleation, ultrasound, agitation, and extractive regeneration. An overview of their main characteristics is shown in Table 4 . Nucleation pertains to the use of different porous materials to enhance the formation of CO 2 bubbles during desorption, that is, during the point where due to high temperature bicarbonate and carbamate species dissociate and the loaded solution becomes supersaturated. Zhang 17 noted that the porous particles are inert hence they do not influence the chemical equilibrium. The use of nucleation can be more beneficial when a regeneration promoter is used at a higher ratio in blends with activators because otherwise regeneration will not be as efficient.
Ultrasonic regeneration is based on the idea of using high frequency sound waves to enhance bubble formation in the solution during regeneration. The underlying rationale is that the ultrasonic wave initiates microscopic cavities that appear as Agitation is another approach that facilitates the formation of bubbles through cavitation phenomena that appear due to the reduction of the solution surface tension. Increased agitation speed is beneficial for bubble formation and also for mass transfer and desorption rate. Agitation enables enhanced regeneration efficiency even in cases when the absorption activator is at higher ratio than the regeneration promoter. As noted in Table 4 , a hybrid technology that combines the nucleation and agitation approaches is the best option.
Extractive regeneration is another approach discussed by Zhang 17 in which an inert solvent which is immiscible with water is used to separate the lipophilic organic phase from the loaded solution hence enhancing CO 2 desorption due to shifting of the chemical equilibrium. The solvent can then be separated using distillation. The selection of an inert solvent which is highly selective toward the utilized amine is of major importance in this approach whereas other important characteristics are also noted in Table 4 . The approach is similar to a liquid−liquid extraction process which becomes more efficient when more than one extraction stages are used. Note that despite the much higher regeneration energy of 3.5 GJ/ton CO 2 required in this case, the very low temperature enables the use of industrial waste heat to cover the energy needs.
3.4. Proposed flowsheets. On the basis of the above regeneration technologies Zhang 17 and Zhang et al. 26, 27, 29, 30 proposed a few different process flowsheets for which they provided theoretical calculations of the associated energy requirements. Their main features are shown in Table 5 while their energetic requirements are analyzed in Figure 7 . The first flowsheet, called "TBS 1", employs MCA as the solvent with the highest ratio in the MCA+DMCA+AMP mixture and considers that the phase change takes place inside the regenerator, while the regenerated solvent enters the absorber as one homogeneous liquid phase. The second flowsheet is called "TBS 2 + Agitation" with a major difference being in the desorber which is replaced by a CSTR with an agitator. The use of porous particles is proposed inside the CSTR to enhance regeneration through nucleation. Preheating is also proposed to facilitate the heating of the rich solvent in the CSTR. An intercooled absorber is also proposed as it is known to enhance CO 2 loading and prevent amine vaporization. 31, 32 A slightly modified version of this flowsheet is also proposed where a liquid−liquid phase separator is placed before the CSTR to remove the second lean-CO 2 phase and hence reduce the rich CO 2 stream entering the CSTR. The separator is enhanced with porous particles to create nucleation, while the separation temperature is at 60°C.
The third flowsheet is called "TBS 1 + Extraction" and is based on the use of an inert solvent to recover the amine mixture through a multistage, liquid−liquid extraction process. An additional process is also used to purify the CO 2 from inert solvent vapors. Although this process has much higher energetic requirements than the other two (Table 5) , the regeneration temperature is at 60−70°C which enables the use of industrial waste heat and the complete avoidance of costly utilities with beneficial effects on OPEX. However, the addition of a multistage extractor and a two-column process for purification of CO 2 generates significant additional CAPEX compared to the two previous processes. Furthermore, the selection of an appropriate inert solvent which is highly selective toward the amine solvent becomes rather complex when the latter is a blend. Figure 7 shows that energy savings achieved with these processes are mainly in the stripping energy and the sensible heat, while any savings in the heat of reaction are purely due to employing different solvents.
3.5. Experimental Setups. Zhang 17 and Zhang et al. 8 ,26−30,33 performed numerous different experiments for solvent and regeneration technology screening purposes. Table 6 shows the most important features of the employed experimental set-ups and conditions. The screening and selection of solvents is performed at four different equipment types of increasing size:
• test tubes are used for the preliminary screening of the initial solvent set of 44 amines • a bubble column rig is used for the more detailed investigation of fewer solvents which initially showed good performance 26, 27, 29, 30 ).
flowsheet name solvent used differences from standard MEA-based absorption/desorption flowsheet TBS 1 MCA+DMCA+AMP with MCA at higher ratio than DMCA same base flowsheet as MEA phase-change occurs inside the desorber at T = 80°C regenerated solvent cooled to 30−40°C to enter absorber as one liquid phase TBS 2 + Agitation MCA+DMCA+AMP with DMCA at higher ratio than MCA the standard packed-bed desorber is replaced by a CSTR regeneration takes place inside the CSTR at the same temperature as TBS 1 a slightly different version includes a liquid−liquid phase separator with porous particles prior to the CSTR TBS 1 + extraction as in TBS 1 with pentane as the inert solvent regeneration is performed by a multistage counter-current extraction process a distillation column is used for inert solvent recovery from the amine solvent a two-column process is also used for the separation of CO 2 and inert solvent vapors • an absorption column is used only for one reference (MEA) and two selected solvents (MCA and DMCA +MCA+AMP) • a complete pilot plant comprising an absorption column and a CSTR reactor as a regenerator is used for three selected solvents (DMCA, A1, DMCA+A1). A1 is not named in the paper. 4. THE DMX PROCESS 4.1. Main Concepts. The DMX process is based on the DMX-1 solvent which enables a liquid−liquid phase split after reaction with CO 2 and heating, prior to desorption. 34 The solvent is a blend of amines which has been selected and tested at multiple different levels, including
• experimental high-throughput screening of multiple different solvent options 12, 35 through an appropriate apparatus 36 • experimental equilibrium investigations of the DMX-1 solvent together with other operating performance requirements such as mechanical separation (decantation), 34 kinetics with respect to both CO 2 and CO, 37 degradation and corrosion in the presence of CO 2 34 or CO 2 and CO
37
• model-based technoeconomic assessment of process flowsheets 34, 35, 38 and application in different industries 37−39 • experimental pilot plant investigations 37, 38 The DMX-1 blend is developed by selecting amines based on the following criteria: 38 • LCST is chosen higher than the maximum absorber temperature to avoid two liquid phases in the absorber • the blend concentration is chosen so that the concentration of the absorbed CO 2 is significantly higher in the heavy, CO 2 -containing, liquid phase than in the light, amine-containing phase in order to send the former phase into the absorber • the solvent exhibits low heat of reaction, high CO 2 capacity, and fast kinetics 4.2. Screening for DMX Solvents. To select appropriate solvents for the DMX process, Aleixo et al. 12 investigated the phase behavior, at different temperatures, of more than 300 amines. Form such extensive screening tests, only amines that are miscible with water at room temperature and exhibit liquid− liquid phase separation upon CO 2 loading and/or increase of temperature are classified as potential DMX solvents.
For such solvents, phase behavior diagrams are presented which reveal the solution behavior upon CO 2 loading and increase of temperature. The results reveal that tertiary amines may exhibit liquid−liquid phase separation due to CO 2 loading, but the effect of temperature is not pronounced in all cases. Temperature may facilitate the liquid−liquid demixing at lower amine concentrations and lower loading conditions. Considering primary and secondary amines, the investigated solutions remain homogeneous upon CO 2 loading at low temperatures. Furthermore, all the studied systems of this kind that exhibit liquid−liquid phase separation due to increase of loading are also phase separated due to temperature increment. Interestingly, the phase separation of all potential DMX solvents, which are selected from the aforementioned screening tests, results in one amine-rich phase that is almost free of CO 2 and an aqueous phase with high CO 2 loading.
Finally, Aleixo et al. 12 compared the CO 2 solubility isotherms for various solvents. Such a comparison reveals that the solvents, which present similar loading capacity, may show different cyclic loading capacity and thus may require different flow rates in the stripper.
4.3. Operational Investigations for DMX-1. With respect to the DMX-1 solvent, Raynal et al. 34 presented a wide set of experimental and computational investigations regarding important operational issues prior to using the solvent in a pilot plant. The investigations pertain to liquid−liquid separation, degradation, and corrosion. Furthermore, Dreillard et al. 37 investigated the kinetic and corrosion behavior of DMX-1. Table 7 presents an overview of experiments and investigated conditions. Liquid−liquid separation experiments include a stirred-cell and a lab-scale decanter, supported by CFD simulations. The experimental results show a clear phase separation for DMX-1 in less than 1 min, generating a transparent light phase and an opaque dense phase. The CFD calculations are able to reproduce the experimental results with good accuracy, indicating that it is an adequate tool for scaling-up purposes.
To test the degradation of DMX-1, Raynal et al. 34 performed laboratory tests in closed reactors at high temperature and pressure and in CO 2 and O 2 for a period of 15 days . Both fresh solvent and degraded solvent are used to check the impact of impurities on interfacial properties and coalescence efficiency. 38 The tested temperatures range between 140 and 180°C, while the CO 2 and O 2 pressures are set to 20 and 4.2 bar, respectively. The temperature is considerably higher than the 120°C of the MEA process because, according to the authors, it enables the use of high pressure regeneration, hence the CO 2 compression costs are reduced. MDEA (methyldiethanolamine) is known to exhibit good stability hence it is used as a reference solvent for comparing the degradation of DMX-1. The results show that the degradation rate of DMX-1 is 7 times lower than that of MDEA. Further investigations of degradation, reported for a pilot plant in Raynal et al., 38 indicate a 3 times lower rate than MEA. Corrosion tests are performed with DMX-1 in a pilot plant and in a dedicated autoclave under harsh conditions (see Table 7 for details). The obtained results indicate stainless steel corrosion rates of 2 μm/year and 10 μm/year for the corresponding technologies, respectively. Raynal et al. 38 further noted that the tests with both 304L stainless steel and carbon steel indicate similar, very limited corrosion; hence, the use of carbon steel columns is possible, resulting in an estimated 10% reduction in CAPEX.
Tests in two different pilot plants also unveil foaming issues that are addressed by changing packings. 38 EX-type packing results in foaming in the absorber and is replaced by Raschigtype packing which is less efficient but avoids intense foaming. DX-type packing also enables good hydrodynamic performance, although it is less efficient than the EX type. Pilot plant tests also indicate significant emission reductions up to 80% in VOC, NH 3 , and amines; however, Raynal et al. 38 noted that a downstream washing unit is necessary to ensure that the vented gases are within environmental specifications.
The work of Dreillard et al. 37 aims to identify the potential of using the DMX process in blast furnace gases which include CO 2 and CO at high pressures and lack of O 2 . The authors first investigated the solvent kinetics in the presence of these gases in a Lewis cell which is suitable for fluids exhibiting slow kinetics. The results show that 95% of CO 2 is absorbed in approximately 1 h, but after 20 h only 5% of CO is absorbed. Results obtained from comparing DMX-1 with MEA show that as CO is injected in the cell the solubility of CO is higher in DMX-1 at the beginning. But as the experiment proceeds, the CO solubility in DMX-1 becomes much lower than the solubility in MEA. The reaction rate in MEA is therefore much lower than in DMX-1. While the above experiments take place with CO 2 -free solvents, CO 2 -loaded solvents are also considered. These experiments show that the amine−CO reaction is inhibited by the presence of CO 2 . The investigations conclude that at industrial scale the CO absorption is likely to be insignificant. This is important because CO can be recovered and utilized.
Degradation experiments are also performed in a solvent degradation rig (SDR) composed of six parallel, stirred reactors. 37 The tests take place at the operating conditions of the DMX process. The main conditions are shown in Table 7 , whereas gas mixture compositions and flows are detailed in Dreillard et al. 37 The tests indicate that MEA is greatly affected by the presence of O 2 , while the impacts of high temperature (150°C) and CO are insignificant. On the other hand, DMX-1 is resilient under these conditions and gases 4.4. Pilot Plant Results and Technoeconomic Studies. The key characteristic of the DMX process lies in the placement of the mechanical separator after the intermediate rich/lean heat exchanger 38 in an otherwise typical absorption/desorption process layout, without the regeneration intensifications proposed in Zhang. 17 Furthermore, the desorption process may operate up to 150°C (Raynal et al. 38 ) and 5 bar pressure due to solvent resilience to degradation, in contrast to the lipophilic solvents of Zhang 17 which operate at desorption temperatures of 60−90°C. Reynal et al. 38 do not provide indications regarding the pilot plant capacity, but work with DMX-1 37 notes that the pilot plant gas flow is 171.3 L/h. Pilot plant results indicate regeneration energy requirements of 2.5 GJ/ton CO 2 , with simulations indicating that they can reach 2.3 GJ/ton CO 2 . Corresponding evaluations of Zhang 17 indicate 2.0 GJ/ton CO 2 at best. Other important conclusions regarding the performance of the DMX process include a decrease in the energy from −11.6% pts (when MEA is used) to −9.1% pts when heat integration is considered within the DMX flowsheets, a 23% decrease in the cost of avoided CO 2 and an increase of the levelized cost of electricity of 48% for DMX, which is much better than the 60% of the MEA-based process.
There are several process characteristics that enable the above performance gains. The liquid−liquid phase separation reduces the liquid flowrate that enters the stripper by approximately 25− 30%, while flashed CO 2 is also collected directly from the decanter top which can also bypass the first compression stage due to the high-pressure process. Furthermore, carbon steel can be used as column material instead of the much more expensive stainless steel. These characteristics enable CAPEX and OPEX reductions in the compression, absorption, and stripping sections. 38 It is worth noting that the decanter requires some extra auxiliary equipment such as tanks and pumps and the DMX-1 solvent is less reactive and more expensive than MEA. Despite such shortcomings, the overall DMX performance is better than MEA in major key indicators.
Further pilot plant experiments are performed by Dreillard et al. 37 for blast furnace gases which are rich in CO 2 and CO and lack O 2 . The investigated case is called "Top Gas Recycle" (TGR), where blast furnace gases are sent to a CO 2 capture process and purified gases that contain reducing gases (CO and H 2 ) are reinjected in the blast furnace. The experiments are performed using the DMX and HICAPT+ (40 wt % MEA) processes. The latter includes a proprietary oxidation inhibitor on top of the increased ME concentration. 40 Main conditions and characteristics are reported in Table 7 . Although pressures and temperatures are not reported in this case, it is assumed that for the DMX process they are the same as the ones reported for degradation experiments. The results indicate that the CO capture rate is around 0.03% for both solvents, whereas the CO 2 capture rate is 99.9%. In this respect, the solvents are highly selective toward CO 2 , while the CO can be recovered and valorized.
Gomez et al. 39 performed a technoeconomic evaluation of the DMX-1 solvent and the DMX process for flue gases emitted from a power plant, a waste incineration plant, and a cement plant. The results are compared with the case of using the standard 30% MEA process for the corresponding plants. Figure  8 presents the CO 2 capture cost for each case, indicating the benefits of the DMX process. The cost savings start from approximately 15% for the power plant and reach approximately 50% for the cement plant. For the cement plant there are two main reasons for cost reduction. First, the costs of steam required for DMX are much lower than for MEA. Furthermore, the capital investment in the boiler required for steam generation in the DMX case is also lower.
Dreillard et al. 37 performed a techno-economic analysis of the HICAPT (30 wt % MEA), HICAPT+, and DMX processes for blast furnace flue gases. The first case is the TGR, explained previously, while the other two are the BF and PWS. In the BF case, the purified furnace gases are burnt in a power station (instead of recycling them in the blast furnace), whereas in the PWS case the blast furnace gases are burned to the power station and the power station flue gases are then purified from CO 2 . The results for the total erected costs of the CO 2 capture unit per case and process are shown in Figure 9 . It appears that DMX exhibits much lower erection costs for the TGR and BF cases, whereas HICAPT+ is only slightly better for the PWS case. Furthermore, the thermal energy requirements of DMX are lower by 20−25% compared to HICAPT and by 13−18% compared to HICAPT+. Finally, with the DMX it would be possible to produce CO 2 at around 40€/ton, while by better waste heat recovery in the emitting plant, this could drop to 27€/ton. combines a primary and a secondary amine group exhibiting high reaction rate, 41 while DEEA is a tertiary amine exhibiting a high absorption capacity. 1 The mixture has been investigated widely at various different levels including the following:
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• 42 generated experimental equilibrium-based data for MAPA/DEEA as shown in Table 8 , while the data are also used to fit interaction parameters necessary for UNIQUAC. The corresponding data are then predicted and compared with the experimental results. The investigations result in several important insights which can be very useful in the case of process level application of this solvent. DEEA is more volatile than MEA and MDEA, while it exhibits an azeotrope at a mole fraction of less than 0.1 in H 2 O at all the investigated temperatures. On the other hand, model predictions show an azeotrope for MAPA at water mole fraction of 0.7−0.9 at 40°C. This result is based on model predictions but is not investigated experimentally. MAPA is more volatile than DEEA in pure form but it exhibits a lower volatility than DEEA and MEA in aqueous solutions. The addition of MAPA in DEEA reduces the volatility of both components compared to having the corresponding pure aqueous forms.
Information regarding equilibrium investigations performed by Arshad et al. 43, 44 is shown in Table 8 . Aqueous DEEA solutions exhibit a high cyclic capacity and a low heat of absorption as noted in Arshad et al. 21, 45 Despite these Figure 9 . Performance comparison of the HICAPT, HICAPT+, and DMX processes for different CO 2 emission characteristics (data from Dreillard et al. 37 ). advantages, the slow reaction kinetics may lead to a very large absorber. MAPA has fast kinetics and exhibits a high CO 2 loading capacity at absorption temperature, but this high capacity is maintained at 120°C; hence, its cyclic capacity is low compared to that of DEEA and its heat of absorption is high 21, 45 with detrimental effects in regeneration energy requirements. MAPA reacts faster in mixtures with DEEA, while it remains the dominating reacting component at high temperatures. DEEA and MAPA mixtures exhibit high CO 2 partial pressures at low CO 2 loadings which may enable regeneration under pressure hence supporting reductions in compression costs.
With respect to heats of absorption, important insights derived from Arshad et al. 21, 45 indicate that the heat of absorption depends on the concentration of MAPA which is the component exhibiting faster kinetics. The mixture with higher MAPA concentration (2 M in 2 M DEEA) exhibits lower heat of absorption, but at temperatures of 120°C both the 1 and 2 M MAPA mixtures exhibit very similar heat of absorption.
Additional important observations from Arshad et al. 21, 45 pertain to the appearance of the liquid−liquid phase separation which depends on the CO 2 loading and the temperature. The 2 M MAPA/ 5 M DEEA mixture exhibits one phase at 40°C and two phases at 80 and 120°C for loading ranges reported in Table  8 . The leaner MAPA mixture exhibits phase-change only at 120°C . The lower, rich-in-CO 2 phase is more viscous than the lean phase in both mixtures, while the loaded mixtures are also more viscous than their pure component constituents.
Ciftja et al. 19 performed a quantitative speciation investigation of the DEEA/MAPA mixture using NMR spectroscopy. With respect to the liquid phases they find that the lower phase is rich in both CO 2 and MAPA, while the lean-CO 2 phase is rich in DEEA. The speciation study of Ciftja et al. 19 indicated primary and secondary carbamate, dicarbamate, and carbonate− bicarbonate in the mixed solvent. The upper phase contains very little carbamate and dicarbamate and no bicarbonate− carbonate.
The 2 M MAPA/ 5 M DEEA mixture is investigated more thoroughly in absorption and desorption experiments conducted by Pinto et al. 20 It is worth noting that this work reports liquid−liquid phase separation at 40°C, whereas Arshad et al. 21 ,45 reported a single liquid phase at 40°C. Interesting insights are generated regarding the best way of exploiting this mixture at the process level. It is possible to operate the regeneration at 120°C and produce CO 2 at 6−8 bar, which has direct energy saving benefits at the downstream CO 2 compression process. As CO 2 is generated at a high partial pressure, the regeneration can also be operated at a temperature lower than 100°C, hence avoiding an increase in the regenerator pressure. This would allow operation with lower heat quality with positive effects in energy consumption and solvent degradation. This behavior appears because MAPA is first loaded very fast and then when DEEA starts loading, it is transferred to the rich-CO 2 phase. When this happens the heat of absorption drops significantly, enabling energy savings. Such savings are added to the savings obtained from introducing only the rich-CO 2 phase in the regenerator (i.e., reducing the processed solution amount) by recycling the lean-CO 2 phase to the absorber, prior to regeneration. Arshad et al. 46 develops a method and measures the freezing points of the DEEA/MAPA solvent. The obtained results indicate that MAPA shows a stronger nonideal behavior than DEEA which exhibits interactions with water similar to those of MEA. A model in the form of a correlation is also proposed for freezing points of unloaded systems as a function of solution concentration. Table 8 shows the MAPA/H 2 O and DEEA/H 2 O amine concentrations for which prediction are valid with the developed model. Prediction of freezing points can be used for the determination of water activity coefficients which are directly related to equilibrium calculations that affect process decisions. with no further details reported. solutions. The plant is left running for 1 more day and the procedure is repeated until the required concentration is reached. Initially the plant is run in manual mode until fluctuations in various operating parameters are stabilized.
During operation, the temperature at the absorber bottom is approximately 60−65°C with a loading of 0.9−1.04 mol CO 2 / mol MAPA, with the latter being the highest achieved loading. Pinto et al. 49 notes that with better control over the lean amine and the inlet gas streams the loading could reach 1.15 mol CO 2 / mol MAPA. For the observed loading region the reboiler duty is at 2.2−2.4 GJ/ton CO 2 . These results are obtained for the desorber bottom temperature between 93 and 103°C, with temperatures being lower by 10−15°C at a height of above 1 m. Phase separation as well as CO 2 stripping are generally easy and fast, with the authors proposing that a 2-stage flash could be used to replace the stripper. No foaming or operational problems are observed, except for volatile losses. Some corrosion is observed, with the iron content being at the same levels as a corresponding conventional MEA process, with metal concentrations stabilizing after 3 weeks of operation. The detection of high concentrations of additional metals is eventually attributed to retrofitting work that takes place during the investigations, without properly removing welding leftovers.
On the basis of experimental results Pinto et al. 49 then developed a model to predict the partial CO 2 pressure as a function of loading using the soft model in the CO2SIM simulator. The DEEA/MAPA mixture is considered as a one phase, single pseudocomponent. The mass transfer in the absorber is also modeled using an enhancement factor model, and the DEEA/MAPA system is assumed to be in the fast pseudo-first order regime, modeled through a simple reaction rate dependent on loading, based on experimental data. The obtained results are in good agreement with the experimental data, with mass transfer rates underpredicted only at low CO 2 partial pressures.
The CO2SIM simulator was further used by Liebenthal et al. 50 to evaluate the potential of integrating the DEEA/MAPA process with power plants. This work pertains to the integration of a CO 2 capture plant and the downstream compression train for retrofitting of an existing power plant and for greenfield design of a new power plant. The obtained results indicate a reboiler heat duty of 2.4 GJ/ton CO 2 and efficiency penalties of 6.3 and 5.9% points for the retrofit and greenfield cases, respectively.
Arshad et al. 48 presented a detailed thermodynamic model for equilibrium predictions of the DEEA/MAPA solvent. The model is based on the extended UNIQUAC framework and includes energy interaction parameters for a large number of important molecular and ionic species pertaining to DEEA/ MAPA/CO 2 /H 2 O mixtures. The model exhibits good agreement with available experimental data.
OTHER IMPORTANT SOLVENTS AND MIXTURES
6.1. DEEA-Based Mixtures. Table 9 provides a summary of the main experimental approaches used in the works reviewed in section 6. Xu et al. 51 investigated five amines as potential phasechange solvent candidates in order to determine if they exhibit an LCST and their absorption and desorption rates with respect to loading and the corresponding CO 2 capacities. They noted that 2 M DIPA (2 M di-isopropylamine) shows the best performance, but none of the considered amines exhibit phase separation upon CO 2 loading at 40°C. On the other hand, 3 M TEA (triethylamine) and 5 M DAA (diallylamine) results in two phases after desorption, with the latter maintained after cooling at room temperature.
Performing similar experiments, Xu et al. 52 investigated an additional set of 12 pure or mixed amine solvents in order to identify the ones that exhibit liquid−liquid phase change after absorption. In this work, DEEA is combined in mixtures with few different linear primary or secondary amines, apparently with the aim to enhance the mixture reaction kinetics. On the other hand, MAPA is also combined with few tertiary amines as a means of exploiting the fast MAPA kinetics and enhancing the mixture with cosolvents exhibiting high absorption capacity. The authors find that mixtures of DEEA with EEDA (Nethylethylenediamine), DAB (1,4-diaminobutane), DMBA (N,N-dimethylbutylamine) and MAPA with TEA (triethylamine) and DMBA (N,N-dimethylbutylamine) exhibit phase change behavior. The authors conclude that the mixture 2 M DEEA and 4 M DMBA may be a suitable CO 2 capture candidate, but it should be noted here that both these amines are tertiary with potential implications on kinetics. It is also worth noting that based on the reported liquid−liquid phase characteristics, the CO 2 -rich phase of DEEA/DMBA has the highest loading, followed by DEEA/DAB, with DAB also exhibiting good performance in other indicators such as absorption rate.
Xu et al. 53 performed a detailed experimental investigation of 1,4-butanediamine which is the same as DAB reported in Xu et al., 52 but it is now abbreviated as BDA. The aim of the investigation was to determine the absorption and desorption rates and loadings, while quantitative NMR was also used to determine the molecular and ionic species and their concentrations in different phases. The authors find that there is a critical CO 2 loading of 0.313 mol/mol amine above which the CO 2 concentration is constant in the lower, CO 2 -rich phase. Furthermore, BDA has the highest concentration in the lower phase at the critical loading, while it does not change significantly in the upper or lower phases above the critical CO 2 loading. The authors also find that the liquid−liquid phase separation is due to the limited solubility of DEEA in BDA and CO 2 reaction products and the lower reaction rate of DEEA compared to BDA. The phase separation starts at 0.099 mol CO 2 /mole amine, whereas the equilibrium loading is at 0.505 mol CO 2 /mol amine and 97.4% of the CO 2 resides in the lower phase. Finally, it is observed that the 2 M BDA/ 4 M DEEA mixtures exhibits the best performance with 46% higher cyclic loading than 5 M MEA, 48% higher cyclic capacity than 5 M MEA, and 11% higher cyclic efficiency than 5 M MEA.
Note that cyclic efficiency is defined as the ratio of cyclic capacity over rich loading.
Xu et al. 54 performed a thorough investigation of the kinetics for the BDA/DEEA mixture as well as for each one of the individual components. The termolecular mechanism interprets the kinetics of the experimental data for BDA well, whereas the second-order reaction rate constants are determined for both BDA and DEEA. It is also observed that the reaction of CO 2 with BDA/DEEA mixtures can be regarded as two parallel reactions of CO 2 with BDA and DEEA, respectively.
Xu et al. 55 further measured the density and viscosity and N 2 O solubility in BDA, DEEA and BDA/DEEA at various concentrations. A major motivation is to derive data of physical solubility and diffusivity of CO 2 in these solvents. However, due to the chemical interaction of CO 2 with these solvents, N 2 O is used instead because it does not react with these amines, while it is very similar with CO 2 in terms of molecular volume, configuration and electronic structure. The authors found that
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Review N 2 O solubility increases proportionally to the increase of BDA concentration whereas it decreases with increasing DEEA concentration. In BDA/DEEA it also decreases with increasing DEEA concentration in the mixture. Finally, Xu et al. 56 performed a thorough investigation only of the lower, CO 2 -rich phase of the 2 M BDA/4 M DEEA mixture, motivated by the very high amount of CO 2 , as reported in Xu et al. 54 The investigation employs almost all the experimental infrastructure used in the previous papers to measure several important indices and characteristics. The authors find that the cyclic capacity and loading are the same for the lower phase as in the mixture, while the absorption rates are higher for the lower phase for both fresh and half-loaded solutions, at CO 2 pressure over 10 kPa. Furthermore, the reaction products of the lower phase have more BDA bicarbamate, less BDA, less BDA carbamate, and twice as much carbonate/bicarbonate than the mixture.
Wang et al. 57 further investigated the 4 M DMBA + 2 M DEEA and 2 M DMBA + 4 M DEEA mixtures in order to determine absorption capacity and mass transfer during reaction. Experiments were performed in a wetted wall column. They initially found that after CO 2 absorption at 30°C the rich solution was observed in the lower layer, whereas the lean solution wasa in the upper. Compared with MEA and K 2 CO 3 the authors found that the absorption rates are in the following order: 5 M MEA > 4 M DMBA + 2 M DEEA > 2 M DMBA + 4 M DEEA > 40%K 2 CO 3 . It is further observed that the overall reaction rate is controlled by the liquid film mass transfer resistance. Overall, the 4 M DMBA + 2 M DEEA solution exhibited higher absorption rate and reaction stability.
Wang et al. 58 investigated 1 M DETA/4 M DEEA with respect to mass transfer characteristics in a wetted wall column. Species analysis shows that the main species in the upper phase solvent is DEEA. DEEA and DETA are identified in the lower phase, indicating that DEEA gradually transfers to the lower phase during the reaction with CO 2 . Compared to MEA and DEEA the absorption rates are in the following order: 5 M MEA > 5 M DETA > 1 M DETA+4 M DEEA > 5 M DEEA. At temperature of 60°C CO 2 is mainly at the lower 70% of the solution (i.e., this is the part that would be taken to the desorber in a potential process). Finally, the total mass transfer coefficient is significantly affected by temperature and CO 2 loading but insignificantly by gas flow changes.
6.2. Mixtures with Polyamines. Ye et al. 59, 60 performed a wide investigation of 50 mixtures to ascertain their absorption and desorption behavior as phase-change solvents and to select the one exhibiting the most favorable overall performance. The type of solvents investigated include molecules with at least one primary or secondary amine to act as the absorption activator and molecules with at least a tertiary amine to act as regeneration promoter. The absorption activator candidates include mainly linear or cyclic amines, whereas the regeneration activators are either DEEA or DMCA. Alkanolamines are not used as activators because they do not enhance the absorption behavior. However, they can be used as regeneration promoters because they have good solubility in water and their high boiling points enable thermal stability. The main characteristics of the absorption and desorption conditions are reported in Table 9 . Polyamines such as DETA (diethylenetriamine), TETA, TEPA, (tetraethylenepentamine) or PEHA (pentaethylenehexamine), used as activators in mixtures investigated in desorption experiments, are blended with DEEA or DMCA in ratios of 1:4 to avoid viscosity and precipitation issues.
Among the tested activators, 14 are monoamines with carbon chains in the range C5-C12. An important observation for the monoamines is that the CO 2 loading of the mixtures presents a maximum at activators with 7 carbon atoms and then declines. For activators containing more than 8 carbon atoms the absorption rates decrease and gel-like solids form which are insoluble up to 60°C. Among the cyclic activators only mixtures with COtA (cyclooctyl-amine) exhibit a high CO 2 loading. With respect to promoters, higher CO 2 capacities are observed for the DEEA-based mixtures than for the corresponding DMCA ones. Among the tested mixtures, the 5 mol/kg TETA/DEEA (1:4) exhibits the following approximately (under certain assumptions detailed in Ye et al. 59 ):
• 40% higher cyclic loading capacity than MEA • 15% lower heat of absorption than MEA • 50% lower sensible heat than MEA • stripping heat 30% lower than MEA • overall energy requirements 30% lower than MEA Furthermore, this mixture exhibits low viscosity, volatility, risk of precipitation and foam tendency. In general, activators with 3−4 amine atoms and 4−6 carbon atoms exhibit high absorption and desorption capacities without the previously mentioned operational issues.
Building on the above findings, Ye et al. 60 proposed and investigated diethylenetriamine (DETA)/N,N,N′,N′,N′′-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA)/H 2 O mixture. The first component contains two primary and one secondary amine, acting as an activator while the second acts as a regeneration promoter with three tertiary amines. The authors perform lab absorption/ desorption experiments to determine CO 2 absorption capacity, phase transition behavior, and CO 2 desorption pressure. NMR experiments are then performed to identify and quantify the species in both CO 2 -rich and CO 2 -lean phases and to determine mechanisms and reaction pathways. The findings indicate that the proposed mixture (tested in two different concentrations) exhibits liquid−liquid phase separation at absorption temperature. It further exhibits a cyclic capacity of up to 2.5 mol CO 2 /kg of total solvent compared to 1.25 mol CO 2 /kg of total solvent of MEA, and at higher CO 2 partial pressure at stripping. With respect to reaction mechanisms it is observed that during absorption CO 2 goes to the rich phase where DETA reacts quickly, followed by the protonation of PMDETA and the formation of HCO /CO 3 3 2 − − species. In desorption these species accept protons produced by heating the protonated PMDETA. This enables the release of CO 2 and the formation of a new lean oily phase caused by the limited solubility of molecular PMDETA in the rich aqueous phase.
The work of Ye et al. 60 is further extended by Zhou et al. 61 who investigate various molar ratios of mixture PMDETA/ DETA with respect to CO 2 capture capacity and reaction mechanism. Findings indicate that mixture PMDETA/DEAT (4:1) exhibits phase separation at 50°C with a loading of 0.613 mol CO 2 /mol of total amine. Practically all loading is observed at the lower phase which occupies 57% of the total volume. The upper phase only contains PMDETA. DETA is the absorption accelerator but also contributes to the CO 2 absorption capacity of the mixture. 6.3. Mixtures with Nonamine Compounds. 6.3.1. DETA (Diethylenetriamine)/ Sulfolane. Luo et al. 62 investigated the use of a DETA/sulfolane mixture as a biphasic solvent and performed experimental work to determine several parameters
Review pertaining to absorption and desorption behavior, as reported in Table 9 . Sulfolane was selected because it was previously used as an aprotic polar solvent in the physical absorption of acid gas and exhibited high stability and low corrosivity. However, because it is aprotic, sulfolane cannot replace H 2 O entirely since there is no ionization in sulfolane itself. As a result, it is likely that the reaction of CO 2 and DETA would not occur without H 2 O. Sulfolane changes the vapor−liquid equilibrium but does not affect the DETA-CO 2 reaction mechanism. The phase separation appears at a loading of 0.35 moles CO 2 /mole amine. The upper phase contains all the DETA with most of the absorbed CO 2 . The liquid−liquid phase separation is due to the limited solubility of the ionic products of DETA with CO 2 in sulfolane. In particular, 60% of the mixture containing 30% highly loaded DETA, 10% sulfolane and 60% H 2 O is routed to the stripper for desorption, while 40% of the mixture comprising 80% sulfolane and 20% H 2 O is recycled away from the desorber. The cyclic loading of this mixture is 35% higher than that of 30 wt% MEA.
Wang et al. 63 investigated DETA/sulfolane with the aim to characterize kinetic behavior as well as CO 2 absorption rate and theoretical regeneration energy requirements. The authors found that the 2 M DETA/3 M sulfolane mixture exhibits a higher absorption rate than the (1 M, 4 M) mixture and the 5 M MEA and 5 M DETA solutions. Data regarding the phasechange mixture behavior are reported at 60°C, while regeneration energy is estimated at 120°C. Compared to 5 M MEA, the mixture enables a decrease in sensible heat requirements of 59% and in vaporization heat of 19%. The overall regeneration heat is estimated at 3.23 GJ/ton CO 2 captured. The viscosity of this mixture is also found to be up to 20 times lower than the other investigated amines.
6.3.2. Amine/Ether Mixtures. Machida et al. 61 investigate mixtures EAE (2-ethylamino ethanol)/DEGDEE (diethylene glycol diethyl ether), EAE/ DEGDME (diethylene glycol dimethyl ether) and MAE (2-methylamino ethanol)/ DEGDME. VLLE measurements are performed at absorption temperature in a lab solubility measurement apparatus. All three solvents exhibit phase separation at 40°C. The phase separation pressure is higher for DEGDME than for DEGDEE, with the former exhibiting lower hydrophobicity than the latter. Further investigation shows that as the hydrophobicity of the etherbased solvent increases and the hydrophobicity of the aminebased solvent decreases, the phase separation pressure decreases too.
Machida et al. 65 test mixtures of 60 wt % DEGDEE with 30 wt % BAE (2-butylamino ethanol), or AMB (2-amino-1-methoxybutane), or EAE or DAP (DL-1-amino-2-propanol) or MAE or AEE (2-(2-aminoethoxy) ethanol) or MEA in 10 wt % water. The authors perform phase separation tests in the presence of CO 2 and find that EAE exhibits phase-separation at P CO2 = 101 kPa and T = 40°C. Mixture EAE/DEGDEE is then investigated in temperatures 40−60°C at various P CO2 up to 101 kPa with VLL behavior exhibited at all temperatures and at higher pressures as the temperature increases. Finally, the mixture is compared with DMX-1 and MCA/DsBA (Zhang et al. 29 ), indicating lower CO 2 solubility at 40°C and at high pressures but higher solubility at lower pressures.
Machida et al. 66 investigated the EAE/DEGEE solvent using solubility measurements to perform theoretical regeneration energy assessment. The investigation took place for a case of desorption operation at 80°C with an overall required energy of 2.93 GJ/ton CO 2 . This is further reduced to 1.6 GJ/ton CO 2 through the use of a heat pump to recover sensible and reaction heat from 60 to 50°C using a heat exchange solvent at 40°C. A key feature of this work is that the two phases are not separated but are sent to the desorber together. In cases for which the phases are separated prior to the desorber, the latent heat is reduced but the mixing of the two phases after desorption produces entropy. In this new process the mixing entropy is exploited to promote desorption. The authors note that the whole process works as a heat engine which pumps CO 2 by receiving high temperature heat in the desorber and losing low temperature heat at the absorber.
6.4. Nonaqueous Mixtures. Hu 67,74−77 proposes a biphasic solvent consisting of 20−40% (by volume) activated agent and a solvent. The details are not disclosed but based on Kim et al. 68 the biphasic solvent is a mixture of amine and alcohol. Phase separation occurs between 30 and 45°C, while the biphasic solvent can be regenerated at 95°C. The author finds that regeneration energy requirements are 15% that of benchmark MEA solution, while the capital costs are 80% less than MEA.
Kim et al. 68 follow the approach of Hu 74 and investigate the absorption behavior at 40°C of MEA and DEA in mixtures with 1-heptanol, 1-octanol, and isooctanol in concentrations between 10 and 40 wt %. The authors also perform speciation analysis. They find that the alcohols appear in the upper phase, and that amine and amine carbamate are present in the lower phase after absorption of CO 2 . The loadings of the amine−water solutions are higher than those of the amine−alcohol solutions. In nonaqueous MEA solutions the amine concentration does not affect the CO 2 loading. In nonaqueous DEA solutions the CO 2 loading is high at high amine concentrations.
Barzagli et al. 69 investigated MMEA)(2-(methylamino) ethanol)/DEGDEE and EMEA (2-(ethylamino)ethanol)/ DEGDEE. Experiments include batch absorption screening of solvents, speciation experiments, and cyclic absorption/ desorption experiments in a pilot plant. The authors observed that upon CO 2 capture the proposed mixtures exhibit phaseseparation, and the speciation analysis indicated that the lighter phase contains the DEGDEE with a small amount of free amine while the heavier phase comprises ionic couple amine carbamate and protonated amine with a small amount of the diluent. The authors further found that EMEA-DEGDEE is best because of its high absorption efficiency up to 97.6%. Furthermore, for the same mixture the solubility results are used to estimate 40% lower sensible heat requirements compared to 30 wt % MEA, due to the absence of water.
Zhuang and Clements 70 investigated MEA and MAE (2-methylaminoethanol) in isooctanol and 1-heptanol in lab-scale experiments. MEA exhibits phase separation at absorption temperature in the alcohols but MAE does not exhibit phase separation at the entire temperature tested, that is, up to 90°C (both amines are tested at 30 wt %). The CO 2 -rich to CO 2 -lean volume ratio is 28/100. The lower phase is the CO 2 -rich one, which is to be sent to the regenerator in a potential process. The upper phase is the CO 2 -lean one, which is to be sent to the absorber.
6.5. Cyclic and Acyclic Solvents. In a recent work, Tzirakis et al. 71 performed VLLE experiments and report measurements for mixtures MCA/DMCA/AMP, MCA/DMCA, MCA/ DMCA/sulfolane, and DEEA/MAPA. The experimental results are used by Perdomo et al. 78 for the development of a predictive equation of state (EoS) using the SAFT-γ Mie 79, 80 groupcontribution (GC) approach. They derived parameters for the prediction of the VLLE behavior of solvents in a GC sense, meaning that parameters are fitted for functional groups instead of entire molecules, hence making them transferrable to molecular structures which are different than the structures which were used to fit them. 81−83 The GC concept makes the approach very generic and applicable to a large variety of solvents for the prediction of important solvent−CO 2 −water mixture properties such as loading and enthalpy of reaction at different temperatures and pressures. The GC idea is also exploited in Papadopoulos et al. 84 who build on the computeraided molecular design (CAMD) framework of Papadopoulos et al. 1 to support the optimization-based design of novel phasechange solvents considering thermodynamic, sustainability, and reactivity performance criteria. Finally, experimental VLLE data were used by Kazepidis et al. 85 for the systematic design of phase-change CO 2 capture flowsheets, illustrated for MCA, where structural modifications (e.g., stream splits, side feeds, etc.) of conventional flowsheets exhibit important trade-offs between equipment sizes and process energetic performance.
Zhang et al. 72 investigated experimentally mixtures TETA/ DEEA, TETA/DMCA, TETA/PMDETA, TETA/BDMAEE, and TETA/DEAPD. The investigations aimed to determine the VLE behavior of the solvents in terms of absorption capacity, while regeneration energy requirements exploit experimental data for theoretical prediction of regeneration energy requirements. TETA/DMCA is selected for further investigation due to its high absorption capacity but also because 98% of the absorbed CO 2 appears in the lower phase. For this mixture a kinetic mechanism was also proposed. Initially the reaction proceeds with the zwitterion mechanism between CO 2 and TETA, whereas when TETA is consumed DMCA facilitates the regeneration of TETA for sustaining CO 2 absorption. The regeneration energy requirements are 40% lower than 5 M MEA reaching 2.07 GJ/ton CO 2 captured at a lean loading of 0.45 mol/ mol and rich loading at 0.75 mol/mol.
Shen at al. 73 investigated experimentally several cyclic and acyclic solvents and mixtures aiming to identify structure− property relationships which can help guide the selection of phase-change solvents. In particular, 10 primary/secondary amines and 8 tertiary amines with different alkalinity (pK a ) and hydrophobicity (log P) are considered in order to determine structural effects on absorption capacity, phase separation behavior, kinetics, and thermodynamics. The work reports experimental VLE data, viscosity, absorption rates, enhancement factors and total mass transfer resistance. Experimental data are also exploited for theoretical prediction of the regeneration energy requirements for solvents DEAPD, DEEA, TMPDA, and DMCA and mixtures TETA/DEAPD, TETA/DEEA, TETA/TMPDA, and TETA/DMCA. The lowest reaction enthalpy and regeneration energy are 45.8% and 52% lower than that for MEA for TETA/TMPDA for lean and rich loadings of 0.25 and 0.75 mol/mol, respectively. The work finds that the maximum CO 2 absorption capacity is achieved with a tertiary amine of a pK a around 9.8. The total mass transfer resistance of the rich solution decreases with the increase in the log P value of tertiary amines. The sensible heat decreases with increase of log P, while the latent heat increases with the increase of log P of tertiary amines. Tables 10 and 11 provide an overview of the key characteristics of the reviewed solvent categories with respect to their use in phase-change processes. Apparently, only the lipophilic and the This is assumed here due to the LLPS, it has not been reported in the corresponding papers. Reported by Zhang et al. 29 .
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
c Placement of phaseseparator refers only to the first of the two mixtures.
DMX solvents enable the placement of the liquid−liquid phase separator after the intermediate heat exchanger (HEX) in the absorption/desorption flowsheet, implying that it is possible to achieve a single liquid phase in the absorber. The rest of the solvents appear to exhibit an LLPS at absorption conditions and after a certain loading is reached hence the absorber possibly operates with two liquid phases. Furthermore, there are large differences in regeneration temperatures too. Solvents operating at lower than 100°C enable the use of waste heat from the emitting processes, hence their use enables the minimization of energetic requirements from auxiliary resources. Table 11 illustrates that three out of all the phase-change solvents evaluated have reached a technology readiness level of 4−5, whereas the remaining are still at a level of property measurements in bench-scale equipment and have not yet been tested in larger pilot plants. The capacity indicators are used as a means of comparing the different studies and apparatuses or plants. Solvents 2 and 3 have been shown in pilot plant studies to enable regeneration energy requirements in the order of 2.2− 2.5GJ/ton CO 2 , whereas solvent 1 is also estimated to be able to reach a similar energetic performance. It is worth noting that capital and operating cost estimates for the DMX process indicate that economic gains are tightly related to the type of emitting plant and specifications of flue gases. Process energetic investigations have been performed for solvents 1 and 3. For the /h 13 CO 2 -rich to CO 2 -lean volume ratio is 28/100 (i.e., only a small fraction would go to regenerator) 2 lab equipment V equipment = 660 or 1245 mL 14 absorption rates lower than MEA but higher than 40% K 2 CO 3 2 lab equipment V equipment = 150 mL F gas = 500 mL/min 15 absorption rates lower than 5 M MEA but higher than DEEA 2 lab equipment F gas = 500 mL/min 16 40% better loading than MEA 2 lab equipment F gas = 0−40 mL/min 17 40% lower regeneration energy than MEA (2.07 GJ/t CO 2 ) 2 lab equipment F gas = 1 L/min 18 45.8% and 52% lower reaction enthalpy (45 kJ/mol) and heat duty (1.83 GJ/t CO 2 ) than MEA 2 lab equipment F gas = 1 L/min a Estimated for TBS1+ agitation flowsheet. remaining solvents, the operating gains are based on bench-scale experiments.
Overall it appears that almost all studies focus on lab-or pilotscale testing of the solvents. Furthermore, there are very limited studies reporting VLLE data at various temperatures and pressures which can be used for modeling purposes. In a few occasions model-based investigation of phase-change behavior or process flowsheets has been reported for the solvents summarized in Table 12 . In most modeling attempts, models are developed based on direct regression and fitting of experimental data on an empirical equation. A notable exception is the work of Arshad et al. 48 who attempt to derive interaction parameters for the UNIQUAC model in order to be able to predict activity coefficients for a broader range of conditions for the DEEA/ MAPA mixture. These findings indicate that there is significant scope in the development of general activity coefficient or equation of state (EoS) models which enable predictions of the phase-change behavior of a wider set of solvents. Such work is presented by Perdomo et al. 78 who show the derivation of parameters for the prediction of the VLL behavior of solvents using the SAFT-γ Mie 79,80 GC approach. Finally, there is a clear need to identify advanced process flowsheets which exploit the capabilities of phase-change solvents and further improve their capital and operating cost requirements through process modifications. To this end, Zhang 17 illustrated the advantages of such flowsheets through empirical modifications. Damartzis et al. 31, 32 showed that optimization-based synthesis of process flowsheets for CO 2 capture can systematically identify structural and operational features of high performance. Kazepidis et al. 85 expanded this work to the systematic design of phase-change CO 2 capture flowsheets, illustrated for MCA, in which structural modifications of conventional flowsheets exhibit important trade-offs between equipment sizes and process energetic performance. To this end, phase-change CO 2 capture technologies can take advantage of advance process systems engineering approaches which account for a holistic assessment of capture costs, starting from the material level and reaching all the way to the capture, utilization, and sequestration, supply chain network level. A notable such approach is proposed for nonphase-change processes by Hasan et al. 86−88 who employ optimization to select source plants, capture processes, capture materials, CO 2 pipelines, locations of utilization and sequestration sites, and amounts of CO 2 storage.
Other than improving the costs of conventional chemisorption processes, phase-change solvent and process technologies may also compete with other CO 2 capture processes. Hasan et al. 86 provided an economic comparison regarding the cost of capture of MEA-based chemisorption, adsorption-, and membrane-based processes. They note that MEA-based chemisorption is suitable for lower flue gas CO 2 compositions of 5−10%, which are typical of power plants. For flue gas of 15− 20% in CO 2 or higher, adsorption-based technologies enable capture cost reductions compared to MEA, which start from 20% and may increase up to 45% as the CO 2 concentration in the flue gas increases. Gomez et al. 39 show in Figure 8 that for a cement plant with 15% CO 2 in the flue gas, the DMX capture cost reduction may be 50% compared to MEA. With respect to membrane technologies, chemisorption-based processes using conventional solvents are competitive in terms of energetic requirements for flue gases with CO 2 mole fraction lower than 0.17 89 (to reach 90% CO 2 purity and recovery). This assumes that some conventional solvents may reach regeneration energy demands in the order of 3.2 GJ/CO 2 capture. With phasechange solvents reaching regeneration energy demands close to 2.0 GJ/ton CO 2 capture, they may compete with membrane processes for industrial flue gases with CO 2 mole fraction of about 0.27. 89 These are clear indications that phase-change solvents may become competitive with other technologies for industries other than power plants. It should be further noted that this comparison does not account for the flue gas processing capacity of each technology, in which chemisorption processes are suitable for plants with very high flue gas flowrates.
Phase-change processes exhibit significant economic incentives for scaling up and wider implementation, but they are not without challenges. As in all cases of chemisorption solvents, phase-change solvents may be volatile and corrosive. The economic and environmental impacts pertaining to solvent losses and equipment maintenance should also be taken into account during their assessment. Furthermore, their oxidation products should also be investigated with respect to emissions that are generated from capture plants. These are issues which have been highlighted in a few cases (e.g., see Zhang 17 ) and potential solutions have been proposed, but more research is needed in this direction. To this end, Papadopoulos et al. 1, 90 proposed a framework for holistic sustainability assessment of CO 2 capture solvents, including phase-change solvents, while Zhang et al. 29 Papadokonstantakis et al. 91 extended this framework to account for holistic sustainability of process flowsheet modifications in view of different solvents. Note here that other materials used in CO 2 capture such as membranes also exhibit environmental impacts when viewed from a life-cycle perspective. 92 Further important aspects in phase-change solvents include the lower critical solution and phase-separation temperatures of their aqueous mixtures. These parameters determine the placement of the phase separator and operating characteristics of the process flowsheet, such as selection of appropriate packing materials. Precipitation and salt formation are also important issues which must be identified and avoided early on, during solvent screening. 
